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ABSTRACT 

 
The categorization and organization of political cartoons has historically been a non-starter; 

both a lack of resources and a lack of interest have been cited as reasons for the exclusion of 

these works from the historical record. The advent of the “Computer Age” has laid both of 

these reasons to waste. But how to accomplish the feat? Which paths of organization for this 

particular media are well-chosen or ill-advised? This study seeks to shed light on wither we 

should go and how we should get there. 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 

 
 The purpose of this project is to determine whether editorial cartoons should 

be and can be cataloged in an information retrieval system. I seek to find some of the ways 

in which users abstract, classify, and seek editorial cartoons. The research questions 

specifically are: 

 

• Can categories be defined for editorial cartoons that will be useful to the user in 

terms of information retrieval and what are those categories? 

• Is the pursuit of this work sought or desired by the user? 

 

I have conducted an exploratory study to shed some light on these questions. The 

study consisted of three parts: either a classification or abstracting exercise (subjects 

alternated between these tasks), a cartoon seeking exercise, and post-test questionnaire. The 

users were undergraduate and graduate students from an information-management oriented 

school at a major university in the southeastern United States. 

For the purposes of this study, an “editorial cartoon” will be a coherent drawn image 

or series of images that comment on events of cultural or political importance using either 

solely images or images combined with words to promote a particular interpretation of 

events. While there are a number of images that seek merely to comment on a social trend or 
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make a joke visually, editorial cartoons seek to make an political comment using visual 

means, where editorial comment means taking a political stand on a given issue. 

In doing this experiment, I made some assumptions. First, I assumed that editorial 

cartoons were time based, by which I mean that the cartoons are closely tied to the time they 

are created. While the image of Atlas carrying the world may be an enduring vision of work 

or labor, an editorial cartoon that shows Cal Ripken, Jr., breaking his streak of 2,632 

consecutive baseball games, although it represents the same idea (to some), seems to pale 

with time. I assume that, generally speaking, as a cartoon get further away chronologically 

from the event that inspired it, the chance that a reader will understand or “get” the cartoon 

will lessen. 

Another is that no current or past electronic system can abstract the content of an 

editorial cartoon. To date, there is no automatic system for electronically scanning an 

editorial cartoon that can determine, for instance, between Bill Clinton and Mother Teresa. 

Additionally, there is no electronic system that could establish the context of a cartoon, by 

which I mean that would be able to provide the event that gave rise to the piece. Because of 

this, I sought to determine what categories would best represent a cartoon in an electronic 

database verbally. 

Another assumption is that large thesauri, such as the Library of Congress Thesaurus 

for Graphical Material, the Art and Architecture Thesaurus, and IconClass, would not be 

able to keep pace and add headings in a timely enough manner to catalog daily events. I 

assumed that these and other systems for denoting the subject of an image or work of art 

would not be able to add subject headings quickly enough because of the rapidly developing 
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nature of daily political events and that because of this they would be poor examples to 

emulate. This is not to say, however, that nothing of consequence could be learned from 

them. 

 The goal of this project is to find out if I have identified the proper facets for 

retrieval of cartoons from a database and whether or not the effort is worthwhile to users. In 

this work, no attempt had been made here to research the following: 

 

• Physical access to images. While there is a large amount of research available on this 

subject, it is not the focus of this work. I recognize that the  increasing availability of 

more sophisticated techniques for the processing and storage of images will make these 

tasks easier but I did not find that the work already done in this area shed any light on 

the vagaries of indexing images. 

• Cataloging images by physical characteristics. Here I mean the retrieval of images by 

such characteristics as color, hue, gradient, saturation, brightness, etc. The work done in 

this area is certainly impressive, but again, it does not illuminate this work.  

 

Along these lines, I feel that I should state the following: the database is not the point of 

this work. While I tried very hard to make the interfaces work and to adhere to established 

usability principles, I did not devote a large amount of time to it. The two research questions 

are the thrust of this work; the database brings at least parts of these questions to the real 

world, and provides a testable, portable, and practical way to test them. 
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

 
The literature review for this project proved to be somewhat disappointing; while it 

was in some ways exciting to find that so very little work had been done in the area and, 

therefore, my work would be somewhat groundbreaking, I also found the same lack 

disturbing; why has so little work been done in this area? Is this a useless work? Does 

anyone care? This became a research question after the literature review had begun, and one 

that proved difficult to answer. 

 The work that has been central to this research is Analyzing the Subject of a 

Picture: a Theoretical Approach by Sara Shatford (now Layne), appearing in Cataloging 

and Classification quarterly in the Spring of 1986. In this article Shatford links the art 

historian Erwin Panofsky’s theories of describing meaning in art with the subject analysis of 

images in general. Panofsky holds that there are three levels of meaning in art: the pre-

iconographic, the iconographic, and the iconologic. 

 The pre-iconographic level deals with the portion or of art (or images, in our 

case) that is immediately obvious; that is to say, any person from any culture would be able 

to pick out the pre-iconographic portion of the image with no problem. No special 

knowledge is required other than being and inhabitant of the Earth. Things identified on this 
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level include people (as far as “a man”, “a girl”, etc.) and things (“a table”, “a dog”). They 

are facts, indisputable, concrete, and general. 

 Shatford states that analysis at the iconographic level “requires familiarity 

with a specific culture that goes beyond ‘everyday familiarity with objects and events’” (1). 

Examples might be identifying a particular domed building as the Capitol or an obelisk as 

the Washington Monument. Some knowledge of the history and culture in an image is 

necessary at this level; without this knowledge, this level cannot be achieved. 

 Iconology is far more in-depth and difficult to define, much less implement. 

If pre-iconography is description, and iconography is analysis, iconology is interpretation 

(2). It is the “intrinsic meaning of content” (3). It is a synthesis of the first two levels 

combined with a deep understanding of the art, image, or event involved. This is almost 

impossible to index because of the inherently interpretive nature of the concept; what set of 

people would agree on the meaning of Dali’s The Persistence of Memory or, in imagery, the 

picture of John F. Kennedy, Jr., saluting his father’s casket as it went by? Indexing on the 

iconological level would be impossible except for very small and very homogeneous groups 

of images. 

 How does this effect the notional database for editorial cartoons? The first 

two levels in Panofsky’s system have direct application. Any person should be able to 

identify whatever people or things might be in a cartoon; furthermore, most people should 

be able to identify the characterizations or symbols in them to such a degree that some basic 

interpretation can be achieved. 
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But what of iconolgy, Panofsky’s last level? Does the elusive nature of meaning in 

works of art persist with editorial cartoons? 

Yes and no. One of the differences between art and editorial cartoons is that while 

art may be said to be made for art’s sake (commissions notwithstanding), cartoons are made 

to comment on a specific event; they are created to send a message to the reader. Because of 

this, because the image is a message, the deeper meaning of the image itself should be easier 

to discern than the message inherent in melting watches, a starry night, or a smiling woman. 

But while we may be able to more easily discern the intended message of a political cartoon 

than we would a painting or statue, we cannot interpret with total accuracy the message of 

the cartoon because a portion of the message is an image, and thus more ambiguous than 

linguistic communication. 

The second part of the article goes on to describe, in general terms, some of the 

various methods previously used to classify images, among other things. She cites 

Ranganathan and his five facets, then cites French national library’s classification system 

for photographs. Both have, according to Shatford, listed the various components for the 

questions Who? What? When? and Where? in regards to the subject of an image.  

 Ranganathan French national library 

Who? Personality 
Matter 

Anthropomorphic beings 
Zoomorphic creatures 

Vegetable 
Mineral 

Manufactured objects 

What? Energy Action-themes 

When? Time Time 

Where? Space Place 
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She goes on to describe each of these facets as having a Generic Of, a Specific Of, and an 

About feature so that each may have multiple levels of meaning. For instance: 

 

 Generic Of Specific Of About 

Who? A man A firefighter A rescuer at the 
Oklahoma City 
Bombing 

What? A body A child’s body A victim of the 
Oklahoma City 
Bombing 

When? Daytime April 19, 1995 The worst  U.S. 
terrorist incident 
to date 

Where? An emergency Oklahoma City The Alfred P. 
Murrah Building 

 

 How might this apply to the indexing of editorial cartoons? One would be 

remiss if one were to skip any of these facets in the indexing of cartoons, certainly. Yet 

something is missing. We might apply the “Who?” portion to the people in a given cartoon 

while applying the “What?” to symbols. However, a Generic Of concerning “When?” would 

seem to leave a significant portion of this facet out because the history and events 

surrounding both the “Who?” and the “What?” of a cartoon can be integral to understanding 

the cartoon; we seem to need a Specific Of for “When?” and can do away with the Generic 

Of completely, at least in most cases. A similar argument applies to the “Where?” facet: 

simply a hilltop or a room might offer no insight at all into the meaning of a cartoon, so we 

might readily dismiss the Generic Of for “Where?” as well, opting for a Specific Of only 

where possible. 
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 The third part of the article offers some general guidelines for indexing 

pictures. Here Shatford gives the general advice that any professional indexer might get 

from a supervisor: consider the collection, consider the patrons, etc. However, she does note 

(4) that subjectivity enters into the judgment of almost every aspect of picture indexing, 

even the seemingly straight forward aspects of identifying the people and subjects in the 

cartoons. Is it Bill Clinton or President Clinton? The devastation left behind by a hurricane 

or the aftermath of Andrew? She states that no truly satisfactory solution to this problem has 

yet been discovered, but that a steady judgment and consistent implementation will be 

helpful in any case. 

Also addressed here is the problem of the desired depth of indexing, which Shatford 

addresses by using the French national library’s threshold of detail and threshold of 

pertinence (5).  The former holds that one should not index a part of a greater whole, such as 

indicating that a bird has wings or a tree has leaves. The latter states that one should not 

index that which is extraneous to the picture or is a detail of little importance. While it might 

be true in any work of art or in any image that the details do indeed add to the richness of a 

particular work, for the purposes of retrieving the work from a group, only the pertinent 

images and details should be indexed. In the Zapruder film, noting the presence of trees in 

the background would not add to depth of indexing or to the retrievability of the images 

(unless one happens to be Oliver Stone). 

This applies to the task at hand by way of guidance: don’t list every little thing in the 

cartoon, list only those things that the cartoon would be changed without, try to exercise 

good and steady judgment about the listing of the various attributes of the cartoons in 
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question. Not in this area is that fact that some cartoons have generic descriptions only, such 

as “a man” or “two women” or “a crowd”; while these may sound generic, they might be all 

that is available and all that is pertinent to the overall subject of the cartoon and, therefore, 

the only listings necessary in the index. Furthermore, the author might be using the generic 

on purpose – perhaps to show the idea of “The People” or “John Q. Public”. 

 

 The third part of  P.G.B. Enser’s Progress in Documentation: Pictorial 

Information Retrieval (6) provides some insights and relates some excellent ideas about the 

indexability of images in their various sub-genres. Like Shatford, he cites Panofsky’s three 

levels of meaning in art (and, therefore, images as well), dwelling particularly on the 

problems of cultural interpretation. He looks to his own work to show how cultural 

meanings can be attributed to a basic image. He gave identical images of the Eiffel Tower to 

eighteen people and asked them to supply index terms for the image. While there was some 

consensus on certain terms (such as Paris, Eiffel Tower, and Seine), a surprising number of 

seemingly culturally motivated terms were returned also (such as civil engineering, calm, 

and excitement) (7). From this example, part of the work for this project was derived. 

 Enser then discusses the unpredictability of visual information’s 

applicability, noting that the same image may mean or show a number of different things to 

a number of different people. He states: 

If the retrieval utility of an image suffers from low predictability, the subject 

indexing of that image must have low utility (8). 
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He goes on to quote Svenonius (9) asking whether using words to index a wordless medium 

can be effective, contrasting a later quote of Berger (10) stating that the interpretation of an 

image can be altered by providing text, in the form of a caption or contextual information. 

 Enser also addresses the problem of exhaustivity. It seems that the 

methodology has not kept up with the technology in terms of offering electronic access to 

images via databases. Because the provision of a collection of images has been so daunting -

- in physical terms -- for so long, there has never been a studied, logical system developed 

for their indexing. Now that the advent of the electronic age allows us to make such images 

available to a large audience, we have no pre-existing system to adapt for the purpose. 

Falconer (11), Chapple-Sokol (12), and Hale (13) all note similar problems with the 

exhaustivity of indexing in images, noting problems ranging from very large amounts of the 

same item to a user requirement for deeper indexing. 

 From this article I took two things. First, I divested myself of the idea that an 

exhaustive indexing of the cartoons in the database was necessary or even desirable. Indeed, 

I was heartened by the observations of Enser and of Shatford that a combination of indexing 

followed by users browsing the results may be more desirable than a high precision, low 

recall search. The second idea that I took from this article has a direct impact on how I 

would operarationalize my research questions. It was illuminating to see the study of Enser 

on how different people would index a picture of the Eiffel Tower; I planned to mirror this 

exercise with different cartoons given to subjects of the study. In this, I also planned to 

include cartoons which would defy a deep indexing without prior knowledge of the context; 
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that is to say, I used at least one cartoon that is might be meaningless unless the subject and 

issue being discussed is known beforehand. 

 

Angie Chapple-Sokol, in her article Indexing Editorial Cartoons (17), examines the 

history (or lack thereof) of the organization of editorial cartoons over time. She begins with 

the lament that editorial cartoons are almost never cataloged by subject, then attempts to 

discover whether or not this is because of low demand or if it causes low demand, 

discovering that the question cannot be answered because the effects are circular; i.e., one 

must first occur to spawn the other, and since neither is evident, the discussion is moot. 

She then goes on to describe the inherent difficulty in indexing editorial cartoons by 

subject: how can an index, striving for objectivity, be used to organize a work that is, at its 

heart, an emotional lashing out; how can one be objective about something that is 

subjective? The author sits on the fence by suggesting that indexers sit on the fence: she 

states that perhaps the middle ground of vague, open-to-interpretation type remarks about 

the cartoons would be best. Also discussed is the debate within the library community as to 

whether subjective works, like editorial cartoons, can be accurately indexed by (supposedly) 

objective indexers. 

She then turns her attention to the effects of technology on image indexing. The 

article is a bit dated, discussing the cost of memory as a major problem in this area, 

something that has diminished. Another problem pointed out is the access to the actual 

cartoons themselves, whether to offer where the cartoon can be located or to provide the 

cartoon online. One proposal at UC-Berkeley is to thumbnail the images to act as surrogates 
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in the database and list the location - in this case, one of several buildings -- so that retrieval 

might be accomplished. 

Different special collections have devised different access schemes, states Sokol. LC 

has integrated their cartoon collections into their general image collection, so that a query 

about cars would turn up photographs, cartoons, and movies. Some commercial concerns, 

such as UMI and Newsbank, have been cataloging cartoons for a number of years but have 

different way of accessing them. 

This article seems to show that the publishing and syndicate industries concur with 

the academics, that editorial cartoons are too difficult to properly and consistently catalog by 

subject as of the time of the article’s publication. It is, however, interesting to note that some 

efforts are being made to provide access to cartoons. It seems that industry is going about its 

research in a different way: they will offer access to cartoons in a cursory way first, then see 

what develops in terms of user feedback.  

 

 Corinne Jörgensen, in her article Indexing Images: Testing an Image 

Description Template (14), starts by saying that there has been very little research conducted 

on human perception of meaning in images and that user-based indexing schemes usually 

fail because of this. In discussing previous research, she holds that, as per Liddy (15), 

“making a distinction between ‘important’ and ‘typical’” when asking users to assign index 

terms to an image provoke different responses; the former tends to generate terms based on 

earlier training, while the latter seems to produce terms drawn from the user’s more general 

experiences. 
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 Her initial exploratory study consisted of asking 82 subjects to provide 

descriptions of illustrations chosen from the same source. One group of subjects were asked 

to describe what they “noticed” about the images, the other was asked to supply likely 

search terms. Both groups were asked back four weeks later to relate what they 

remembered. She found that three broad categories of responses were returned: perceptual, 

interpretive, and reactive, with a total of twelve classes within these three categories: 

• Literal Object • Description 

• Color • People Qualities 

• People • Art Historical 

Information 

• Location • Personal Reaction 

• Content/Story • External Reaction 

• Visual Elements • Abstract 

 

 Jörgensen’s newer research sought to determine whether or not “a template 

for image description could assist in categorizing descriptive image terms for system 

searching” (16). In doing this, she sought to determine if this notional template would help 

novice searchers find images more efficiently and whether the image description patterns of 

the previous study would be altered by its presence. The same six images used in the 

previous work were used on a similar set of subjects (N = 48) in a similar setting, except 

these subjects were given a template based on the earlier research and were asked to place 

their descriptors in the appropriate category. The results showed that novice searchers 
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needed more instruction about how to use the template and that indexing terms were indeed 

altered by the presence of the template by eliciting a wider range of descriptors. 

 It struck me that this sort of experiment, altered somewhat, could shed some 

light on the identification of the important and typical parts of editorial cartoons by those 

searching for them. While noting the difference between illustrations and cartoons (purpose, 

composition, message, etc.), a similar experiment might illuminate what facets of an 

editorial cartoon tend to be important to the end users of a retrieval system.  

 

In  Some Issues in the Indexing of Images (18),  Layne (nee Shatford) examines 

some of the intellectual issues in indexing images. She puts forth the notion that indexing 

should accomplish two things: provide access to specific images, and provide access to 

groups of images. 

In this article, she adds to her previously noted one. She starts with the notion that 

pictures have "biographies", to include such things as the artist or photographer, who has 

owned it, where it has been displayed, and so on. 

She then goes on an interesting intellectual sidebar, stating that pictures are still used 

along with or sometimes in place of text because we cannot communicate as effectively with 

either alone, that pictures and text communicate on a fundamentally different level. Then 

she rehashes the material concerning Panofsky's ideas, this time much more succinctly. 

Later, she adds some ideas about other, mundane attributes that could be classified: the 

materials used to "make" the picture in question (if that could be important to the audience), 
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and the relationship among a set of works, such as sketches of a piece of work and the final 

rendering of it. 

She then proposes that images should be grouped so that works may be compared, 

because searchers may not be able to put into words exactly what is sought, and because 

sometimes a visual scan of a group of works is the best search there can be (19). She goes 

on to say that while images may certainly be grouped at the time of retrieval, they can also 

be grouped at the time of indexing, if the entire collection or large subset is sufficiently alike 

and if presenting the group as a whole is to the advantage of the user. 

 It is this last portion of the article that interested me. I found that it might 

indeed be to the user’s advantage to be able to group together cartoons by time or event. But 

I was also curious about which facets would provide the relationships because none of them 

were specifically designed to do so. 

 

Chapter Two A: Resource Review 

 
 I thought that it would be instructive to look at image retrieval systems from 

both the academic and business worlds. To this end, I reviewed IconClass, a classification 

system for Western art (or rather, I reviewed a summary written by one of the scholars 

involved with that project) (20), the Library of Congress Thesaurus for Graphic Materials 

(21) and the websites cartoonstock.com(22) and cagle.com (23). 

 IconClass was developed in the Netherlands from 1947 to 1983, with some 

parts planned and written but not yet published by this latter date. IconClass set out to 
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classify all of western art in a simple, straightforward system of notation based not on pre-

conceived notions of how it ought to be done, but by examining the body of work en toto, 

then deriving a structure from it. (How simple this 4,400 page, 14 volume work can be said 

to be will not be addressed here). To this end, IconClass identifies nine broad categories of 

iconographical data. They are: 

 

1     Religion and Magic 2     Nature 

3     Human Being, Man in general 4     Society, Civilization,. Culture 

5     Abstract Ideas and Concepts 6     History 

7     Bible 8     Literature 

9     Classical Mythology and Ancient History 

 

 Within these groups, there are further sub-divisions, forming a hierarchical 

index of terms that can be used to describe various people, places, and things in Western 

Art. It this manner, IconClass bears a resemblance to the Dewey Decimal System, another 

attempt to encompass all knowledge and organize it in a structured manner. 

 What can I take from IconClass and apply to this project? The flavor of 

hierarchy presented by IconClass seems to mix well with Ranganathan’s ideas of classes, 

facets, and foci; perhaps it would be helpful to the user to supply these on the interface, so 

that either the entire class or simply part of it in the facets might be used in a search.  

 I can also take some lessons from the fact that IconClass will classify works 

of art on a per icon basis, by which I mean that it doesn’t categorize the forest but the trees 
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in it. This mirrors the French national library’s threshold of detail theory which states that, 

unless circumstances are to the contrary, I should assume that an item is whole and that 

there are several items in each work. IconClass might in one instance note the St. Mary is 

with child and in another instance simply list St. Mary; in this second we can safely assume 

that she is not pregnant. Likewise for editorial cartoons, we might note that, given certain of 

his private interactions being made public, a cartoon of Bill Clinton is very different from 

Bill Clinton smoking a cigar. 

 

 The Library of Congress Thesaurus for Graphic Materials (LCTGM) is of 

very limited utility for this project; it could only help with the potential Subject and Issue 

facets. LCTGM list 3,567 postable terms and 2,569 cross reference terms for subject only; 

proper names, places, and organizations are absent, as are art historical concepts. 

Additionally, LCTGM leaves room for only one subject in a work, that being the overall 

message or idea represented; this would hamper us in our ability to show those work who 

have sub-themes (such as Oliphant and Toles, who often have small, unrelated characters in 

the corners of their respective works) or who address more than one subject in a work (such 

as Steven Breen’s Pulitzer Prize winning cartoon concerning Joe Camel). It does include a 

number of terms not found in either the Art and Architecture Thesaurus or the Library of 

Congress Subject Headings because they are not normally found in the former and indexed 

separately in the latter, and cites such examples as “Hammer & Sickle”, “Corn Husking”, 

and “Children Playing in Sand”.  
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 Given the limits of this work, can I make use of it in my project? Perhaps. I 

might include three levels of a subject hierarchy in the Subject heading and eliminate the 

Issue component completely. I might also improvise a method of identifying the individuals 

using LCTGM, citing “Person – Politician – President – United States -- (Clinton, William 

Jefferson (Bill))” or some such other way of gaining inclusiveness and showing the 

relationships between different cartoons. But one of the goals of this project is to devise a 

system of describing editorial cartoons that can be used quickly and easily by almost 

anyone; the inclusion of a highly-structured taxonomy might only serve to confuse rather 

than facilitate a search. Additionally, the terms that might be reasonably used for a cartoon 

might not be in LCTGM: “Watergate scandal” is a legitimate subject term for a number of 

editorial cartoons as well as general images was not included as a subject term. 

 

 cartoonstock.com is a collection of British cartoons, editorial and otherwise. 

The interface is a bit clumsy and counterintuitive, but usable once some simple exploration 

had been done. The authors and subject areas are in drop boxes along the top of the screen, 

along with a box for user search terms and a clickable “Start” graphic. The returns are 

provided in groups of 20 along the left side, with thumbnails (which can be clicked to 

produce a larger version), the title or speech of the cartoon, author, and indexing terms 

listed. 

 The indexing terms are fascinating. Review of the terms assigned to various 

cartoons and correspondence with the webmaster shows that index terms are assigned in a 

manner traditionally called natural language, by which I mean that any term whatsoever that 
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the indexer thinks is good for that cartoon gets assigned, along with any grammatical 

derivations. 

 

 

There are no facets, terms, or classifications aside from those already mentioned. 

Additionally, using the same keyword in different subject areas produces different results; to 

retrieve this cartoon, you must set the subject to “Sex” because “All Subjects” will not find 

it (although it must be stated that there may be proprietary system of the subject analysis of 

the cartoons in question that the company is unwilling to disclose). 

 From this cartoon we see exemplified the idea that basic unstructured user 

entries can be used somewhat successfully to retrieve cartoons from a database. The 

assignment of index terms in such a nebulous manner, while certainly non-traditional, offers 

a number of advantages. Given that the indexer is fairly well informed of the world’s 

goings-on in general, the indexer can be anybody. The correspondence with the webmaster 

for cartoonstock.com states that if for some reason several indexers are out on a particular 

This cartoon had 

these keywords 

assigned to it: bill 

clinton clinton monica

lewinski lewinski 

zippergate whitewater 

blow job oral sex sex 

scandal scandal 

dyslexic dyslexics 

dyslexia 
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day, secretaries, HTML and Flash programmers, and executive staff can fill in with no 

trouble at all for a time. This method seems to give the end user a better chance of finding 

the right search terms than does a rigidly structured, chained-to-precedent system does. 

 The problem is that while it is easy to use, it seems to lend itself to a first-

glance, “get it done quickly” attitude, giving rise to the possibility that underlying or subtle 

issues, which may well be as good as or better than the obvious search terms, would be 

missed. It might also give rise to greater intercoder inconsistency, since indexers might 

choose markedly different words for the same subject, with no cross-reference mechanism, 

such as a thesaurus, in place to make up the difference. 

 Still, we can apply the idea of using natural language terms to the facets for 

editorial cartoons by making a point to shun polysyllabic gobbledygook in favor of plain 

talk. In doing this, we should find ourselves in a better position to provide the cartoons of 

the dataset with terms that end users should be able to predict with little or no experience 

with the system and its idiosyncrasies. 

 I also like the idea of having a thumbnail of the cartoon available as a link to 

a larger version. Implementing this feature would allow out users to browse as per 

Shatford’s recommendation. I am not sure that thumbnails would be detailed enough to 

provide needed or desired information of the many different monitor resolution available 

and used today if they were the sole source of information about the cartoon. 

 

 cagle.com offers a similar service, listing only editorial cartoons on the web 

on a variety of topics. Cartoons are listed by subject, although what exactly that topic might 
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include is not listed; at the time of this writing, the presidential election of 2000 still awaits a 

victor, and there are nine different topics connected to this event listed. There are no 

subtopics; you cannot search for “Nader” under any of the election topics, for example. Also 

available are archives on given topics from the past, apparently based on previous 

popularity. 

 This site’s points for editorial cartoon retrieval are subject and author. There 

are no other identifiable facets, fields, or attributes to search for cartoons by. There are large 

lists of links to other cartoon websites listed by topic, artist, state, etc. But the information 

organization of this site is driven by the author and subject attributes, the latter of which is 

somewhat ill-defined. Interestingly, because the cartoons seem to be randomly placed there 

is no balance between pro and con points of view; one might find a string of cartoons that 

lean one way on a topic then run into another sting that leans the other way on it. 

 It would seem that the site assumes that its clients are very familiar with the 

goings-on in the world around them. This site is geared more toward the person who has an 

opinion about a topic and is looking for a cartoon to express it than it is toward the person 

looking to form an opinion through the perusal of other’s opinions in a cartoon medium. 

While this latter would undoubtedly find some good use for this site, I wonder how, for 

instance, a user who is unsure about Katherine Harris’ role in the 2000 presidential election 

will be effected by first seeing a cartoon that is critical of her role (or praising). For those 

looking to form an opinion, how does the first cartoon in a subject heading effect the user? 

 It would also seem that this site assumes that the subject of a cartoon is its 

sole attribute in terms of searching, because that is all that is provided (while it is true that 
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one might search by author, this function is buried no fewer than three layers below the 

splash page; this site is, among other things, a way for cartoonists to promote their works 

and themselves). Additionally, the example set by the current site topics suggests that the 

site assumes an intimate enough familiarity with a topics that a user can differentiate 

between fine gradations in subject matter, or that a user will search through as many as 

2,300 cartoons on a given topic to find one they want (this example being the “White House 

Scandal” of 1998-1999).  

 From this site I can draw little positive for our own work. I can take the 

example here as a lesson to make sure that I pay special attention to the subject of the 

cartoons in our dataset, for it is surely one of the major facets (if not the most important 

facet) that users will use to find cartoons. I can determine what other facets might be 

available to help the user find a proper cartoon more quickly than searching through 2,300 

or even 23. And I can look into the possibility of providing links to author’s website so that 

a particular author might be more fully investigated if the user deems it necessary. 
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY 

 
 For this project, I conducted an exploratory test in three parts. The first part 

alternated form with each subject, while the second part was universally applied. 

 

The Subjects 

 The subjects were undergraduate and graduate students from an information-

management oriented school at a large university in the southeastern United States. Of the 

group (N=12), eight were female. The environment was a classroom in the school itself, 

used with permission of the appropriate staff. The abstracting/classifying activity was 

carried out on a large desk, with just the cartoons and answers sheets on it; the seeking and 

post-test tasks were carried out on a standard sized school desk and a laptop computer. 

 The subjects were left alone for the abstracting/grouping activity, by which I 

mean that I was no less than 15 feet away from them except in the periods immediately 

dealing with the beginning or end of the test and those times when the subject needed to 

have something clarified. For the seeking task, I sat within five feet of the subject and of the 

laptop computer so that I could see what the subject was trying to accomplish. 

 The cartoons used in this experiment were chosen because they were easily 

reproducible, readily available, and dealt with a wide range of nationally oriented topics. 
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The main sources for the cartoons in this database were the Internet (for all the cartoons 

from this year), the serial series The Best Editorial Cartoons of the Year for the years 1990 

through 2000, and the Claude Pepper Library. I felt that the need for national topics was 

preferable to local newspapers’ cartoonists commenting on local issues because of the 

higher possibility of subjects recalling the issue of the cartoon. While a large number of the 

cartoons in the collection are from this year, there are at least four cartoons from each of the 

past ten years (including one from each of the Pulitzer Prize winning editorial cartoon 

portfolios), several from the 1940’s, and two from 1871 (these being referred to in the 

literature as “classic” political cartoons).  

Year Number of 
cartoons 
from that 

year 
2000 10 

1999 25 

1989 - 1998 4-5 each 

1940’s 26 

1870’s 2 

 
 
 
 

PART I (A): Abstracting activity    

 Subjects who performed this version of Part I (A) were asked to list the 

“main points” of twenty different cartoons (see Appendix B). These cartoons filled a 

regular, 8 ½” x 11” pieces of paper, with little room around the margins (the cartoons are 
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not of universal format or size, hence the ambiguity). The sheets were laminated for 

protection from repeated use. An answer sheet consisting of a grid 5 boxes by 2 boxes was 

also provided; this took up half of a standard sheet of paper. 

 Subjects were given the cartoons in no particular order. They were asked to 

“tell me what you see in the cartoons”. If the subject asked for some clarification, he or she 

was told the experiment was as such that illumination would skew the results. If the subject 

asked for clarification of what an object was or what a word was in a picture, and that 

question was a result of fuzziness due to reproduction problems, an answer was provided. If 

the question was one to gain knowledge of the subject or issue being dealt with in the 

picture, then the subject was asked to continue as best they could. 

 It was hoped that this experiment would yield similar results as that of 

Jörgensen, that subjects classifying cartoons individually would list the specific, physical 

attributes of the cartoon, listing perhaps objects, people, environment, and the like. 

 

PART I (B): Grouping Exercise 

 Subjects who performed this version of Part I (B) were asked to group the 

same cartoons as previously mentioned into whatever groups they saw fit. Again, if the 

reproduction of the cartoons made something unclear, then clarification was provided. If 

some additional information was being sought, the subject was asked to proceed as best as 

possible. In this version of Part I, users were told that they may not find a group for each 

cartoon, and that that situation was satisfactory. It was speculated that the results would be 
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different than those in the alternate version of this task in that the subject or issue of the 

cartoon would be the facet used. 

 

PART II: Searching Activity 

 Part II was applied to all subjects. Subjects were given five different 

cartoons, separate from the first set (see Appendix D). They were presented in an identical 

fashion to the previous task, page-large and laminated. They were then asked to find the 

cartoons in a database on a laptop computer, provided by the tester. 

 These cartoons were selected on the same basis as the previous set, but with 

some additional considerations. An intended diversity of subject material was sought for 

these cartoons; having related cartoons in this data set might bias search terms after the first 

search. Care was taken to make sure at least one cartoon in the set had the following 

characteristics: 

Cartoon Characteristic Author 

More words than images Wicks 
 

No words at all Marlette 
 

Indirect reference to the 

subject of the cartoon 

Brognan 

An obituary Sack 
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A two-level message Thompson 

 

These were selected because of the different ways it was thought that users might go about 

finding these cartoons in the database, i.e. I thought that user would use different strategies 

to find cartoons with these characteristics. 

 

The Database 

 

 One of the research questions of this work has to do with the identification 

and definition of the categories by which editorial cartoons can be retrieved from an 

information system. I have tried to follow the idea that a document, once stripped of its 

flesh, would have a skeleton beneath. It is this skeleton that I speak of here.  

 What, then are the categories that we might classify editorial cartoons into? 

Broadly speaking, they are:  

• Interpretive 

• Entities 

• Words 

• Bibliographic description 

 

Taking these in reverse order, the bibliographic description facets were the easiest to 

identify. I am familiar with what they represent in other systems and I have experience 
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manipulating them. Within this facet, I have several foci. The first is Author. While it might 

seem that Artist would be more appropriate, Author reflects one of the more broad truths 

that I have discovered, that a message is embedded within the cartoon without which the 

drawing means nothing, whereas that same cannot usually be said for the works produced 

by an artist. The second is Publication. By this I mean what newspaper or magazine the 

cartoon originally appeared in. I might have included Syndicate, but for information 

retrieval purposes, this would have been next to useless; it is the papers, not the syndicates, 

that archive editorial cartoons (and even then, not very well). Date is by far the most 

important facet for information retrieval in the bibliographic area; with out it, we would 

have very little hope of ever figuring out what the cartoon was about unless we happened 

the have the good fortune of familiarity with the subject beforehand. Those cartoons for 

which there was no date whatsoever took as much as twenty times the resources to research 

than did those with any date at all. The last facet found under Bibliographic description is 

Prize, a facet often left blank in this database. While it might seem that, strictly speaking, 

Prize has no place with traditional bibliographic data, I found that there was simply no better 

place to put this. Additionally, Prize is indeed a valid retrieval point for cartoons in that 

Prizes are most often awarded not only for artistic talent but for the way a particular subject 

is dealt with. 

 Editorial cartoons use Words in a variety of ways. One facet for Words is 

Caption, by which I mean here the words occasionally used to frame a cartoon. These words 

may be separate from the action in the cartoon or might be spoken by someone in it. 

Captions are always found outside the cartoon, either along the top or the bottom of it. 
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Speech is another facet of Words. Speech is always attributed to someone or something in 

the cartoon itself; as noted, it can be caption at times, but is usually found near the speaker. 

Speech also encapsulates thoughts of people and things in the cartoon, usually denoted by 

“bubbles”. Labels are a catch-all for the remainder of the words that one might find: people 

are sometimes labeled, as are symbols of various kinds. Note that it is here that I find the 

words found in signs; again, while these might not strictly speaking be labels, there is no 

better place to put them. 

 While Words and Bibliographic Description have their pitfalls in terms of 

classification, I find that both Entities and Interpretive have even greater obstacles. Entities 

is comprised of just two facets: People and Symbols. While these may seem straightforward, 

consider: is Uncle Sam a symbol or a person?  Or Blind Justice? Or a bald eagle? For the 

purposes of this database, I define People as non-fictitious characters; these may manifest in 

the generic (a man), the occupational (a police officer), or the specific (Tip O’Neill). The 

level of specificity provided is that which can be stated for certain, the cartoon on 

reapportionment being a prime example.  
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 “a man” or “a woman” is all that is meant by the author, representing Everyman, the 

Average Joe, or John Q. Public. Symbols are those entities, animate and non-animate, that 

have a direct impact on the message of the cartoon. It is here that we find the 

aforementioned symbols of America, as well as any other thing that is being used 

symbolically: sometimes, a woman or a man, otherwise undescribed, is used as a symbol by 

the author. Symbols is not a depository for every object in the cartoon; if the cartoon is set at 

the beach and it is important to the message, one will not find “sand, ocean, waves, bucket, 

shovel, umbrella” in the Symbols facet, but simply “beach”. 

I started out thinking that 

the victim in this cartoon 

was Representative Claude 

Pepper, because the cartoon 

came from his collection 

and because he was a 

supporter of 

reapportionment. As the 

research carried on, I found 

myself uncertain of exactly 

who was depicted, and 

optioned for lesser 

specificity. Often, a generic 
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 The Interpretive facets are the most difficult to describe because they are the 

most difficult to implement. There are three foci here: Subject, Issue, and Context. Context 

is just that: a description of the personality or event that caused a cartoon to come into 

being. But here, again, we run into the question of specificity. On the one hand, greater 

specificity allow for a greater number of words to trigger recall of a particular item. The 

drawback to this strategy is that it might bias the reader toward whatever slant the indexer 

might have had at the moment of research. On the other hand, a more generalized 

description of the context might leave out some important details, leading to the cartoon not 

being recalled when it would, in fact, be appropriate. I have tried to produce a mix of these, 

with a heavier emphasis on the latter: I have provided the greatest possible detail available 

in terms of facts while keeping the interpretive commentary to a minimum. I have, when 

possible, included a specific date concerning the event being examined in the cartoon. I have 

provided the role that those depicted in the cartoon played in each of the events. I have (for 

those who might be ignorant of such historical events) provided why the event is important.  

 The Subject and Issue facets are best described each in terms of the other. 

The Subject is the individual or event that the cartoon is about; it is that without which the 

cartoon never would have sprung from the mind of the author. To approach it from another 

angle, one might say the Subject is the person or event subjected to caricature. The Issue of 

the cartoon is what about the Subject is being discussed. For instance, we might have as a 

Subject Bill Clinton. But what about Bill Clinton? The Monica Lewinski affair? His 

impeachment? His trade policies with Japan? Dividing these two facets allows for a greater 

precision in searching the database.  
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I had hoped to see which classes and facets are most used and least used, and which 

facets prove most confusing or clear. I also hoped to find what users do to resolve a zero hit 

search in terms of executing another search, to see if they use new terms or new facets or 

both. 
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Post-Test Questionnaire 

 
The following is the exact text of the post-test questionnaire given to the subjects. 
 
 
1. How well did the verbal descriptions match the cartoons? 
 
        Poorly           Very well 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
 
 
2.  How much did the “Context” portion of the descriptions help you see what 
the cartoons were about? 
 
     Not at all           Very much 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
 
 
3.  Did the separation of “Subject” from “Issue” help or hinder your 
understanding of the search hits? 
 
         Help             Hinder 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
 
 
4. Did the separation of “Caption”, “Speech”, and “Labels” help or hinder your 
understanding of the search hits? 
 
         Help             Hinder 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
 
 
5. What information would you like to see included in future versions of this 
database? 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
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6.  What information would you like to see included in future versions of this 
database? 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
7. Could this database be helpful to you in your academic work? If so, how? 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
8.  Who might use this sort of database? How might it be used? 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
9. Do you feel that viewing editorial cartoons about an unfamiliar subject or 
time helps or hinders understanding? How? 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
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10. Are there any other comments that you would care to make at this time? 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
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CHAPTER FOUR: RESULTS 

 

Observer Notes 

 
 The tester only directly observed the activity of the subjects while they were 

using the interface for the database. The sorting/abstracting activity was done in relative 

solitude so that the tester would not influence or pressure the subject in their work. 

 

 Very few subjects used the “search all fields” option, but of those who did 

used it universally. 

 While few users used the “all fields” search option, those who did use it did 

so for every search. Most users tried to select a field that was appropriate for a particular 

search and tried to do this every time. But even at the height of frustration (usually with 

Marlette’s Challenger cartoon with the eagle) they never resorted to searching all fields; 

even when they stated that “eagle” just had to be a search term somewhere, they still tried 

the fields individually until a match was found. 

 But those who searched “all fields” from the beginning searched that way 

every time, even when they retrieved enough hits to potentially be called “annoying”. It may 

be that the amount of hits from a search was not high enough to trigger whatever mental 

“refine search” or “too many hits” mechanism the user might have, so that the user is 
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satisfied with the number of records retrieved and doesn’t mind searching through this 

number of records for the proper one. It also indicates that a simple, no-frills search is 

desired by some users. This is corroborated by some users asking why all of the fields are 

listed when just the classes would do; this will be discussed later. 

 In terms of information organization, this seems to imply that there is a 

significant segment of the user population for whom a full text type search is just fine, 

precision be damned. “All fields” is the functional equivalent of a full text search. 

 

 If a subject retrieved the first cartoon on the first try, whatever search was 

used became the first choice of all subsequent searches. 

 Users, once they found something that worked, stuck with it. Once the first 

cartoon was retrieved, whatever method was used to find that cartoon was automatically 

applied by the user as the first method for all subsequent searches. All users exhibited this 

behavior even when they stated they knew that the search was likely futile and another 

should be made. 

 This might indicate that users aren’t looking for large numbers of fields to 

search when looking for cartoons. As Miller (24) notes: “… as we add more variables to the 

display, we increase the total capacity, but we decrease the accuracy for any particular 

variable. In other words, we can make relatively crude judgments of several things 

simultaneously”. We must assume that there are a large number of variables coming into 

play in the interpretation and the categorization of such a complicated things as a political 

cartoon; hence, we might say that my division of the various facets of political cartoons into 
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twelve categories (and this a preliminary number) is itself a hindrance to searching. The 

user’s staying with the first search that worked for them might indicate that the number of 

possible search fields was intimidating, forcing the user into “go with what you know” 

behavior. 

 

 The classes, ranked by use frequency, are as follows: Words, Bibliographic 

description Data, Individuals and Instances, Interpretive areas. 

 Words were by far the preferred choice of search term; every subject used 

them in some capacity or another, most as the main search field. Some users had difficulty 

in determining whether some words were part of the Caption or Speech or Labels, but all 

users eventually solved this particular problem by searching all three, either through the 

Class checkbox or through the All Fields search. Interestingly, most users chose the same 

words for the cartoons: 

Cartoon Word searched for 

Women’s World Cup  Soccer 

Environmental  Savages 

Dali obituary  Dali 

Challenger  Marlette (author) 

Sports/Sexual Harassment  Sports and Sexual 

 

Generally speaking, words that were spoken were the first to be search for; if this was 

unsuccessful, a search of the entire class (Caption, Speech, and Labels) was used.  
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 Another manifestation of the use of words in cartoon retrieval was the use of 

the Author field in the Bibliographic description Data class. Some users went straight for 

this bit of data and used it to meet all their retrieval needs. This was an unanticipated 

behavior; I had not realized that the author’s name was present in all the cartoons used in 

this task; the collection as a whole more often than not omits this item. That all five of the 

cartoons used for this portion of the test had clear author’s names available was both a fluke 

and an oversight. However, since I was testing the applicability of the various facets in this 

systems, such searches were halted after two or three cartoons had been retrieved this way, 

with the tester asking in the name of research that the subject use another search strategy, 

and users readily agreed to this. 

 

 For an analysis of the problems in the interface itself, see Appendix C. 

 

Abstracting exercise 

 

 From what we saw in Jörgensen’s study, we would expect that the subjects 

for this part of the test would list the components of a cartoon when asked to do so. The 

question posed was: “I would like you tell me what you see in this cartoon.” Of the six 

subjects who performed this measure (half of the total performed the Grouping task, 

discussed later), all asked for clarification, and were told that any further explanation might 

skew the results. None of the subjects expressed any problem with my unwillingness to 

explain the task further. 
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 In Jörgensen’s study, a similar task was given to subjects and they abstracted 

from the illustrations in that study the constituent parts of it, for instance: “a man, a woman, 

a bottle of champagne, a diamond ring…” I expected similar results, that the subjects would 

extract what I called the People, Symbols, and perhaps certain words from the Caption or 

Speech.  

 I was in error. All of the subjects who performed this task returned the 

opposite results from Jörgensen’s study: all of the abstracts dealt directly with the subject of 

the cartoon, its issue, or its message in general. None of the subjects attempted to list the 

visual parts of the cartoons in any manner other than grammatical: some subjects returned 

answers in semi-complete sentences (most answered in phrases) like “The boy [in the 

cartoon] is [a particular concept]…”. This is the only instance in this section of the study 

where any subject tried to identify constituent parts. 

Given that the responses were completely unexpected, and that the research I 

have done has little to do with the interpretation of meaning of editorial cartoons by users, I 

can only comment anecdotally on the responses and, afterwards, point out some potential 

research areas. 

 The observations on these subject’s responses are as follows: 

Users generally could not fathom the subject or issue of a cartoon simply by looking 

at it. 

90 responses out of a potential 120 were given for this portion of the test. Of those 

90, perhaps 20 could be said to be “close” in that they were a fair description of the main 

point of the cartoon. Interestingly, the more complete the idea, the closer to correct the 
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answer. While this certainly didn’t hold true for all instances, it is generally true; when the 

comment was a terse phase, accuracy, while hard to gauge, was less, not just in the degree to 

which it encompassed the cartoon in question but also in the direction that the comment 

took. But when the comment was a thought out, lucid sentence or group of phrases, it was 

far more likely to get at the heart of the cartoon’s topic and demeanor. 

 Errors in identifying the topic of the cartoon run the gamut from reasonable 

to bizarre. 

 When a comment was on target for a cartoon, it was to a reasonable degree of 

accuracy and truth. When the comment was off, it was sometimes way off. For example, the 

cartoon about the death of JFK Jr. led one subject to identify the topic as “child being 

judged after death for sins”. The cartoon about a number of school shootings was described 

as being about “interracial and homosexual issues”. 

 But these interpretations, if taken from the cartoons themselves and ignoring 

their true contexts, are not so far-fetched. One can indeed see how, lacking prior knowledge 

of the subject of the cartoon, a person might not properly interpret the point. 

 

Most users did identify a similar “tone” in the cartoon. 

While the subjects were not of one mind regarding the context of the cartoons here, 

there was a certain agreement on what one might call “tone”. When this project first began, 

a category called “tone” was identified for potential use. It dealt with the emotional impact 

or thrust of the cartoon, and it was thought that this might be useful for those searching for 

unknown quantities: “show me cartoons of grieving”. It was abandoned as being far too 
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interpretive to implement in that either a word thesaurus would be needed to cross-reference 

all the potential meanings of a word (grieving, mourning, crying, etc.) or a rigidly controlled 

vocabulary would have to evolve from the work, judged impractical due to the focus of the 

study. 

But the descriptions that users offered here all keep the same tone. They all 

recognize the same something in each cartoon, even if this manifests itself differently to 

each user. Granted, in some descriptions the tone can only be described as “dark” or perhaps 

“morose”, but each subject chose to describe the cartoon from the same emotional 

standpoint, regardless of the precision of more fact-oriented descriptions. 

 Of those who did not know that the cartoon was based on a picture from 

JFK’s assassination, the JFK Jr. cartoon was absolutely baffling. 

 Another potential category that was dropped from the final database was 

called “referent”. In this particular case, I used the word referent to mean the work, object, 

or image that a particular cartoon might be based on. The JFK Jr. cartoon is a fine example. 

It is in part based on the image of JFK Jr. saluting his father’s casket as it passed by after the 

elder Kennedy’s assassination. The author of the cartoon took that image and used it in the 

cartoon, showing JFK Jr. saluting in a like manner before St. Peter after the plane crash that 

took his life.  

 For those who were familiar this particular image (ascertained by the tester 

asking the subject), the cartoon’s meaning was clear compared to those who had no prior 

knowledge of the image. Those unfamiliar with the image saw simply a boy saluting, 

leading to a number of strange (but, in their own light, justifiable) interpretations of the 
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meaning of the piece. The cartoon dealing with the Oklahoma City Bombing is another 

example; all of the subjects (when asked after the study) professed a familiarity with the 

picture of the fireman carrying the baby’s body away from the Murruh building, and of the 

three subjects who responded to this cartoon, two were “correct” in their assessment of its 

subject.  

 There is very little focus on the words here. 

 Given the focus of the user on words in the task described before, I found 

that the almost total lack of the use of words to get at the subjects of the images was 

peculiar. Even with the subjects behaving in this unexpected manner, I would have thought 

that they would use the words found in the cartoons themselves to describe the images to at 

least some degree. But only two cartoons, that dealing with the Israeli-Palestinian conflicts 

and that of JFK Jr.’s death, engendered any use of the words found in the cartoons 

themselves for this portion of the exercise. 

 

Grouping Exercise 

 

 Again citing Jörgensen’s study, I asked the other six subjects to take the same 

cartoons as the previous six subjects and group those cartoons as they saw fit. In this part of 

the study, the subjects performed much as expected. Subjects organized the cartoons into 

groups that could easily be described in a phrase or sentence, and did so by subject, genre, 

issue, or tone. 
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In these charts, a line denotes a 
relationship, as defined by  the subjects in 
the study. An oval indicates a closed set 
of relations. A box with a number 
represents individual cartoons (see 
Appendix A). The threshold for a 
connection is 3; that is, at least three of 
the subjects (out of six) must have 
identified the cartoons as being related. 
This means that Subjects A, B, and C 
might have found a link between cartoon 
10 and 11, and Subjects C, D, and E 
found a link between 10 and 7, but fewer 
than three found a relationship between 7 
and 11. This is not to say that all of the 
subjects that related the cartoons related 
them for the same reason: while Subject 
A might have related cartoons 8 and 19 
because of a political interpretation, 
Subject D might have related them 
because of a more emotional 
interpretation.  
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 Cartoon 9 is the focal point of a number of relationships as indicated by the 

subjects who performed this task. Yet each of the five subjects who grouped this cartoon 

(one subject ran out of time) placed it in a different heading; although five people placed 

this cartoon in a group, they all named that group a different thing. 

Subject A Dissention between 2 
groups of people 

Subject B The fighting and confusion 
amongst [sic] Israel and 
Palestine 

Subject C Cartoons on civil rights and 
people’s attitudes toward 
them 

Subject D Foreign politics 

Subject E World 

Subject F Inhumanity 

 

 

 

Post-test questionnaire 

 

1. How well did the verbal descriptions match the cartoons? 
 
        Poorly           Very well 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
 
 
 
 
 

 The subjects seem to indicate that the verbal descriptions provided with the 

cartoons were at least adequate. These verbal descriptions are the words used by the indexer 

5.8 
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to describe the cartoons, not the attributes used. The subjects were aware that the “verbal 

descriptions” were those terms that the search scanned for matches. 

 
2.  How much did the “Context” portion of the descriptions help you see what 
the cartoons were about? 
 
     Not at all           Very much 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
 
 
  

Again, users seem to indicate that the Context field helped in providing the historical 

background for the cartoons. Strangely, subjects indicated this while almost never using the 

Context field to search; only a few users took the time to read the whole description of the 

cartoon, so most never saw the Context. 

 
 
3.  Did the separation of “Subject” from “Issue” help or hinder your 
understanding of the search hits? 
 
         Help             Hinder 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
 
 
 The subjects were close to neutral on whether the separation of Subject and 

Issue was a help or hindrance. I speculate that this may be in part due to half the users not 

using the tutorial (where they would have learned about the difference) and the user’s not 

taking the opportunity to peruse the system more fully. Nevertheless, we must consider that 

this distinction might be a vestigial organ and should be removed. 

 

5.5 

3.2 
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4. Did the separation of “Caption”, “Speech”, and “Labels” help or hinder your 
understanding of the search hits? 
 
         Help             Hinder 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
 
 
 
 I was again surprised that the subjects indicated that the separation of the 

facets within the class was beneficial, given that the subjects sometimes used the class 

Words, as opposed to the individual categories, to describe their search.  

 
 
 
 
5. What information would you like to see included in future versions of this 
database? 
 
 Three suggestions were made on this front: that the editorial cartoons be 

more current, that a background or objects be included, and that a “truncation and suffix” 

search be available. 

 While the currency of the cartoons could have been made more up to date, all 

cartoons were selected specifically because they dealt with national issues that received the 

bulk of the media’s attention for a time. “Background and objects” refers to the inclusion of 

OOP devices that would improve navigation within the database; this deals little with the 

research questions, but is noted here none the less. I assume that by truncation and suffix 

search that the subjects meant that the search interface would find, for example, “waits”, 

“waited”, “waiting”, etc., when the user enters “wait” and a wildcard character. I agree that 

2.7 
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this would be a fine feature to include, but, again, this deals little with the research 

questions. 

6.  What information would you like to see excluded in future versions of this 
database? 
 
 Two subjects responded that they would like to see some of the choices 

reduced, that some of the facets or perhaps the class choices should be eliminated in the 

name of simplicity. Contradicting this are other subject’s responses of the “things are fine 

the way they are, don’t change anything” variety. 

  
7. Could this database be helpful to you in your academic work? If so, how? 
 
 Of the “yes” responses, most centered around “you could use cartoons to 

help make/illustrate a point” in an academic or business paper. One “no” response was 

recorded. 

 
8.  Who might use this sort of database? How might it be used? 
 
 According to the subjects, possible users of such a database are: cartoonists, 

comedians, teachers, history students, journalists, people who might be the subject of 

editorial cartoons, and people who like editorial cartoons in and of themselves. Very little 

comment was given about how it might be used. 

 
 
9. Do you feel that viewing editorial cartoons about an unfamiliar subject or 
time helps or hinders understanding? How? 
 
 The subjects were evenly split on the helpfulness of editorial cartoons in 

one’s education. Of the reasons given that these cartoons might help one understand history, 
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most noted that pictures sometimes communicate in a different way than a typical lecture 

and that a change of either pace or path sometimes helps the learning process. One subject 

pointed out that by using cartoons one can determine (at least in part) what people were 

thinking and feeling in another time, not just what they were doing. 

 The main reason presented by those who thought that these cartoons would 

hinder one’s understanding of unfamiliar times past was that the ambiguous nature of the 

medium might serve to confuse the issue further or that the cartoon might be misinterpreted 

and cause an understanding based on a falsehood. 

 
 
 
10. Are there any other comments that you would care to make at this time? 
 

While these are not quotes, the responses to this question are as follows: 

• Perhaps a little too technical or specific 

• Great tutorial 

• Would like an option to view all the subjects about issue retrieved 

• Make popup descriptions come quicker 

• Put it up on the ‘net 
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CHAPTER FIVE: DISCUSSION 

 

 Is this work worthwhile? 

 The subjects of this study seem to indicate that this work should continue, as 

it is worthwhile and a benefit to a wide variety of potential future users. To test this database 

further, the number of cartoons would have to increase at least tenfold to 1,000 cartoons. 

These cartoons would have to include a wide variety of subjects and issues as well as be 

very current.  

 Further work also needs to be done on the tutorial and the interface of the 

database because it might, in its current state, be a hindrance to find more information about 

the thrust of this work. While the tutorial seems to be functional (at least to those who read 

it), it might be beneficial to lengthen it and make it less crowded; perhaps this would entice 

more people to use it. The interface might need to be completely redone. Testing should be 

carried out where the user enters a word to be searched for then consults a multi-option 

combo box, where the user would then choose which fields to search for his chosen word in. 

There might be two or maybe three of these objects, allowing the user to search for different 

things in different sets of fields. 

  

 Have we determined the fields necessary for the retrieval of political or 

editorial cartoons? 
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 I feel that the fields as they are now constitute a working organization of the 

facets of editorial cartoons. I feel, and this research indicates, that these fields are at the very 

least not a hindrance to finding cartoons in an electronic database (the interface not 

withstanding). I further speculate that an increase in the amount of cartoons available, and 

thereby an increase in the amount of hits per search, would drive users to using the facet 

search feature of the database to a greater degree than indicated in this study. 

 I would like to develop a technique that would allow the user to enter a word 

and have the interface search for synonyms. This would be tremendously helpful in indexing 

such fields as “Tone” because it would allow both the indexer and the searcher to use 

natural language, eliminating the necessity of learning a controlled vocabulary for both. As 

the work stands now, using “Tone” or some other such category for search purposes would 

be prohibitively difficult with out much more exploratory research. 

 I would like to see how useful a “Type” category would be, where Type 

emulates the various forms of argument and comment found in classical rhetoric. I wonder 

if the user might search for something called “visual metaphor” or “pictorial analogy”. I also 

wonder about the cost in terms of the time it would take to train the indexers to catalog by 

this field. 

 Another, and perhaps the most possible, field I would like to see researched 

is the “Pro/Con” field. Given that most of these cartoons deal with the political issues of the 

time, it might be helpful to be able to search for all the cartoons that are pro-Bill Clinton or 

anti-Slobodon Milosovic. I feel (but do not know) that this might be a helpful field when the 
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number of hits returned reaches unacceptable proportions for the user, but recognize that not 

every cartoon will lend itself to this kind of analysis. 

 A stickier problem exists in the following example. These two cartoons can 

be considered to be intimately related: 
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What, we might ask, do these two cartoons have in common, one about the victory of the 

U.S. women’s soccer team in the World Cup and the other about the Challenger disaster 

thirteen years earlier? One is of victory; the other of loss. One is of battle; the other of 

chance. One is of sport; the other of science. 

 But a user might relate them with but one word. 

 Hero. In one image by victory, in the other by death. In both, by sacrifice, 

although differing kinds. 

 However, another person, on viewing these items, might chose to associate 

them with the word “woman”, again with one image in victory, in the other by death. 
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 I have yet to discover what category or facet I might use to classify this 

concept in a political cartoon. Certainly, we might take days or weeks or longer to 

contemplate the consequences of the events depicted in these cartoons, then enter some sort 

of “Miscellaneous” category with the word “hero”.  

 Perhaps we should develop a method of having the search engine retain the 

preferences of the individual user, so that one might come back to the engine and begin a 

search similar to one done before or, more powerfully, enter one’s own categorizations. 

Better still, this notional search engine would be able to analyze the user’s new category by 

what is put into it and produce suggestions as to other things that the user might want to 

include.  

 

Editorial cartoons are not quite what the literature calls “images”. 

Editorial cartoons show marked difference from everyday “images”, the most 

pronounced difference being that cartoons (usually) have words, easily quantifiable entities 

that require little cataloging other than determining which facet to transcribe the words to. 

This was the most surprising realization to spring from the research; what I had taken for 

granted that I would need to simply index the words in a cartoon, and never dreamed that 

they would prove to be so useful in searching. 

Editorial cartoons are different from regular images in that they are more easily 

cataloged to Panofsky’s third or “iconographic” level. While this cannot by any stretch of 

the imagination be said to be universally true, it is certainly easier to discern the point of a 

editorial cartoon than it is a work of art, a photograph, or any image that we might encounter 
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in everyday life. This is in part due to the words included in the cartoon, and in part because 

while a work of art may indeed have a subject it might seek to be subtle or sublime, editorial 

cartoons seek to figuratively beat the reader over the head with its message. In this effort, 

the cartoon exposes its purpose, subject, and meaning, allowing us to catalog along these 

lines. Editorial cartoons are far more editorial than cartoon. 

 

 

Future research 

 

 Aside from those previously mentioned, there are some important areas of 

research that need to be addressed. One of these is the area of the perception of editorial 

cartoons. We need to determine how readers see editorial cartoons, by what facets they 

remember them over time, and how they would want to be able to retrieve them in the 

future.  

 I would also like to find out what the relationship is between the timeliness of 

a cartoon and the amount of time it takes to research them. That is to say, how much longer 

does it take a researcher to determine the Context of a cartoon if it is, say, a year old than if 

it is a day old? What is the nature of the curve that describes the increase over time? What 

can mitigate that curve? 

 Lastly, throughout the execution of this study, other study topics came up 

almost incessantly. Among them are: 
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• How are editorial cartoons perceived differently across such boundaries as 

time, age, culture, and education? 

• What is the nature of natural language searches for political cartoons? What 

terms are used? Do these terms fall into a pattern? 

• What are the differences between a search for an item to be used to illustrate 

a point and a search for items to help construct understanding? 

• What is the point of diminishing return for the depth of description? How 

much detail is too much? 

• How do users describe the abstract aspects that a cartoon might have? 

• What characteristics do people who would use such a database share? 
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APPENDIX A: SUBJECTS RESPONSES WHEN 

ABSTRACTING CARTOONS 

These are, verbatim, the responses that the subjects gave when performing Part I (A) of the 

exploratory portion of this study. “carID” refers to the number of the corresponding cartoon 

in Appendix B, he subjects are identified by letter under “subjectID”, and the abstract 

rendered by the subject is listed under opinion. 

 carID subjectID opinion 

 1 
 a 
 military gen patton in heaven 
 b 
 child being judged after death for sins 
 c 
 death of jfk jr how hes been almost like a god to americans because 
 of his father 

 d 
 meeting / confronting your past 
 e 
 JFk jr being welcomed by his father in heaven 
 f 
 soldiers die 
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carID subjectID opinion 

 2 
 b 
 govt getting terrorized innocent people paying price 
 d 
 death / weakness 
 f 
 

 uncle sam doesn’t need world destruction 

 3 
 d 
 naive 
 e 
 school shooting across the country 
 f 
 addressing interracial and homosexual issues 

 

 4 

 b 
 lrg companies making $$$ off death 
 e 
 if you smoke you're cool. Depicts a new generation of smokers 
 f 
 glorification of smoking while it is deadly 

 5 
 a 
 man who provided voice for Kermit died 
 b 
 death of friend 
 c 
 death of childhood kids grow up quickly 
 d 
 burying loved ones 
 e 
 jim henson funeral w/ sememe street characters 
 f 
 someone died 
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carID subjectID opinion 

 6 
 a 
 typical husband / wife stereotype wife does everything 
 b 
 men don't clean 
 c 

 women in the workplace perceived jobs that women have in the 

 home 
 d 
 disgust 
 e 
 women can have it but at a price 
 f 

 woman can go as far as they want in the job field but there [sic] 

 place will always be at home 

 7 
 b 
 massive confusion 
 c 
 2 countries fighting over the same land US wanting to intervene to 
 make all side happy 

 d 
 power struggle 
 e 
 uncle sam suggesting that israel and palestine move on and settle 

 their difference 

 f 
 no way to win in keeping peace between israel and palestine USA 

 cant help 
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carID subjectID  opinion 

 8 
 a 
 abortion issue 
 b 
 tragic reality 
 c 
 increase in unwanted pregnancy by unwed/underage how they 
 choose to decide the fate of a small newborn by putting them 
 somewhere dangerous 

 f 
 dealing w/ child abandonment issues 

 9 
 b 
 contradiction 
 c 
 how people think in the middle east think of themselves as the 

 dominant race 
 f 

  both israelis and palestinians believe they are supreme, therefore, no 

  peace 

 10 
 a 
 typical americans don’t know maybe don’t care about going on in 

 outside world 
 b 
 US gets too involved w/ foreign systems 
 c 
 how america criticizes other countries on how they run china 
 believing that America spends too much time criticizing others 
 instead of taking care of problems at home 

 e 
 maybe if our country was a little stricter we would have a large 
 prison population problem like china 

 f 
 albright attack the chinese justice system pun on our justice system 
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carID subjectID  opinion 

 11 
 a 
 typical americans don’t know maybe don’t care about going on in 

 outside world 
 b 
 US doesn’t care 
 c 
 americans more worried about what goes on in their lives self 
 centered out to make big bucks uncaring about other world events 

 d 
 american selfishness 
 e 
 americans have no idea how trivial their lives are 
 f 
 america does not care about the rest of the world 

 

 12 
 a 
  vets day memorial day non appreciation 

 b 
 vets suffered for american population 
 c 
 younger generations don’t understand what older americans did for 
 the country taking advantage of the freedoms we have 

 d 
 re-directing thoughts / internal pain 
 f 
 explaining the american youths perception of war and why it is so 
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carID subjectID  opinion 

 13 
 a 
 oprahs show usually has celebrities or racist issues 
 b 
 man w/ no possibility of having sex 
 d 
 stupidity 
 e 
 sex and political are what our society loves to watch and talk about 

 on TV 

 f 
 looks mean everything to a candidate? 

 14 
 a 
 americans / russian in sub situation 
 c 
 america military more advanced russia military more disorganized 
 e 
 american service efficiency us russian inefficiency 

 

 15 
 a 
 tammany tiger 
 b  

 u r faced w/ problem by someone else and you have to come up with 

 a solution 

 d 
 loss of control 
 e 
 christianity at risk 
 f 
 no idea what tammany is 
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carID subjected  opinion 

 16 
 a 
 firestone tires for bushs bus doomed to fail 
 b 
 you have do whatever it takes to win the campaign 
 e 
 bush picking up cheney 
 f 
 bush owns texas 

 17 
 a 
 political campaign 
 b 
 is joke on how stupid bush is 
 d 
 selfishness 
 f 
 bush is dumb 

 

 18 
 b 
 you are not going to get democracy 
 c 
 those who want democracy are prevented from getting it 
 e 

 individual thought he had a choice but really didn't 
 f 
 chinese student can't say democracy so dictator kills him 
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carID subjected  opinion 

 19 
 a 
 show typical items that characterize a 40 y/o female 
 b 
 companies are reflecting the times 
 c 
 young girls ideas about themselves from society paints an image on 
 how girls should appear an image that few can live up to 

 d 
 innocence being corrupted by marketing 
 e 
 points out societal expectation of a 40 y/o woman and what girls 
 have to look forward to 

 f 
 humor with old age barbie dolls 

 20 
 a 
 firestone issue 
 b 
 firestone letting people die to keep company alive 
 e 
 tire scandal or cover-up use literally as human cover or blanket 
 f 
 tires blowing out on SUVs and killing people 
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APPENDIX B: THE CARTOONS USED IN THE 

ABSTRACTING AND GROUPING ACTIVITIES     

 

 1 
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APPENDIX C: INTERFACE ANALYSIS 

 
 

 
 
 
 

Of those who had trouble with the interface, all said that they wished they had paid 

more attention to the tutorial. 

 All of the subjects (N=12) had the opportunity to use the tutorial before using 

the interface; they were told at the beginning of the task that they could “look at the tutorial 

or not for as long as they wanted”. Of those who took the time to read the instructions and 

explanation available there, few had any trouble, with the notable exception of the 

“or/and/not” operators, which will be explained later. 

 But fully half of the users did not use the tutorial at all; these subjects 

exhibited myriad problems using the database to retrieve the cartoons in question. Many 

users turned to asking questions of the tester; since it was felt that forcing the subjects to go 

back to the tutorial or to learn through trial and error would be counterproductive, the 

answers were provided verbally, but not in a pre-planned or scripted manner. Nevertheless, 

these users still displayed problems with the interface. These problems included, but are not 

limited to: 
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• Not knowing what the various choices were for; not understanding what the 

colored boxes represented or what the check boxes signified. Many subjects simply 

skipped perusing these items at all. 

• Not knowing that at least one box must be checked; those that did both see and 

look at the choices for fields to be searched sometimes did not grasp that they must 

actually choose a field to search; when asked afterward what they were thinking, all 

such subject responded in a like manner: “Um, I don’t know. I just wasn’t thinking, I 

guess”. 

• Correlating first text box for the first check they made and the second text box 

for the second check they made; some users made the assumption that they could 

enter one term in the first text box then click on a subject, then repeat the operation 

for a second term, and that the application would differentiate between the two. 

 

 There was some confusion with the “or/and/not” operators. 

 It seemed that some users assumed that the “or/and/not” feature was tied into 

the system in such a way that searching all the fields was the default option, so that if the 

first text box held “jane” and the second held “sue” and the Boolean “and” was chosen, all 

the fields of all the records would be searched for “jane” and “sue” in the same record. 

 Searching all the fields is not the default option. The database requires that a 

field or some fields must be selected for a search to be executed. When users chose their 

terms and their Boolean operator, they sometimes stated that they didn’t look at the rest of 
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the screen, and, when faced with the prospect of having to chose fields to search, had to 

rethink their strategy. 

 Those who dove head first as it were and tried to execute Boolean searches 

seemed to lack the knowledge that an “and” would force the search to look for both “A” and 

“B” in whatever fields they clicked, i.e. both “environment” and “savages” in “People”. 

Even after repeated explanations, some users simply could not understand, and resorted to 

“Or” searches. 

 Many users felt they were required to use two terms because there were two 

boxes. 

Many users struggled to find two terms for each search, even when it was obvious to 

them that one term should do or that one term was all the user wanted to use. When asked 

why they listed two terms, most gave a response like, “Because there are two boxes”. 

In fact, only one box was required for any search. The presence of two boxes for text 

entry was intended to allow the user to narrow a search, perhaps one that had previously 

retrieved too many hits. 
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APPENDIX D: CARTOONS USED IN THE SEARCHING 

ACTIVITY 
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